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My name is 
Roshni, and I 
am this year’s 
Ambassador 
Prefect.

I would like to welcome 

all students, parents, staff, 

alumnae, prospective 

students and parents.

I hope you are all well,  

and have enjoyed the  

Spring Term!

Inside this issue of  

The Linkway, you’ll find:

|  Interviews with some  

of our inspiring teachers

|  A feature ahead of 

Deafness Awareness Week

|  An insight into medical 

ethics 

| Behind the scenes at  

 the Charities Concert 

 

And much more… 

Brave thinkers. True colours.

Tour the places we’ve been 
and the places we’ll go

https://www.sthelens.london
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Shanghai and Beijing, China

In 2019, GCSE Mandarin students 
travelled to Shanghai and Beijing. They 
spent a week exploring Shanghai’s 
landmarks, including wonderful gardens 
and even Disney World. They also 
experienced life as a student at a Chinese 
school, and participated in lessons. 
Highlights included a trip to the Great 
Wall of China, one of the Seven Wonders 
of the Ancient World.

Atlas Mountains, Morocco

For their Gold Duke of Edinburgh Awards 
expedition, Year 13 girls embarked on a trip 
to Morocco. The students spent time with 
Berber families, taking part in traditional 
activities such as bread baking, and 
working with the local community to make 
an incinerator. They then headed off on a 
challenging four-day trek across the Atlas 
Mountains. Their hard work paid off, as 
they reached Jebel Toubkal, North Africa’s 
highest peak at 4,197 metres!

Mitete, Uganda

A couple of years ago, Year 12 students 
and staff went on a trip to Uganda. 
They visited the village of Mitete to help 
with projects, including improving the 
infrastructure of the village. Having raised 
£13,000 during the year, the girls helped to 
finance the build of a modern bore hole, 
which is capable of pumping 250 litres of 
water a day. They also helped transform 
the new classroom block in the village 
school and enjoyed meeting local parents 
and trying cultural dishes. 

Globetrotters
Student Magazine

With travel having been 
so difficult these past 
two years, we wanted to 
look back on some of the 
amazing places we, as 
a school, have travelled 
to – from Shanghai to 
Morocco. Here are some 
of the highlights.

We look forward to resuming our travels very soon!

Atlas Mountains, MoroccoMitete, Uganda

https://www.sthelens.london
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Hi everyone!
First, big congratulations to the Year 11s  
and 13s for getting through their (not normal, 
normal) January mocks. As a reward for, and 
in recognition of, the strange circumstances, 
Year 11 went bowling, and the Upper Sixth 
experienced Go Ape. Year 11 not only 
demonstrated their competitive side, 
but remembered not to take themselves 
too seriously – especially if that involved 
remaining resilient when they didn’t hit a 
single pin… even when the sides were up! 
The Upper Sixth came back covered in mud. 
A special mention here to Ms Brew, who was 
the only member of staff brave enough to join 
us in the trees! 

Read on to see pictures of both events!

https://www.sthelens.london
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We all ended half term with 
Battle of the Bands, with 
incredible performances 
from all four Houses. 
Well done to Seacole for 
their incredible winning 
performance of Treasure 
by Bruno Mars. Everyone 
involved should be very 
proud of themselves for 
putting on such an amazing 
show. The money raised 
went to the House charities, 
which include the Stroke 
Association (Seacole), Water 
Aid (Kahlo), Educate Girls 
(Brontë) and Young Minds 
(Franklin). 

In the spirit of wonderful 
performances, St Helen’s 
Goes Pop returned for an 
encore. A shout out to the 
Soul Band for performing a 
song other than September! 

The week before half 
term was both Mental 

Health Week and Charities 
Week; we combined these 
because we decided to 
donate all funds to Mind. 
The Charities Concert raised 
over £200. Well done to 
all involved, including No 
Regrets, who performed 
four songs.  
 
Stroke Association: 
www.stroke.org.uk

Water Aid:  
www.wateraid.org/uk

Educate Girls:  
www.educategirls.ngo

Young Minds: 
www.youngminds.org.uk

Mind: www.mind.org.uk

Read on to discover a 
behind-the-scenes with the 
band…!

Additionally, Natasha Devon 
MBE talked to Middle 
School about mental health, 
body image, gender, and 
social equality. Natasha 
shared her mental health 
challenges with students, 
and discussed the need to 
be open and bold about 
mental health. The talk was 
informative and inspiring, 
and everyone found it so 
beneficial.

This term has also 
seen sporting success. 
Congratulations to the U18 
Badminton team who won 
the Herts and Middlesex 
League. This is an 
exceptional achievement, 
especially because this is 
the seventh year in a row 
that this team has won the 
league! Well done to all the 
girls involved! 

Year 8 Badminton players 
also took part in the Herts 
and Middlesex League 
Badminton Tournament. The 
girls all played wonderfully, 
and Arianna and Raeya 
went on to be crowned 
champions. 

Head Girl Team
Student Magazine

We know that this term 
has been challenging, but 
we are hugely impressed 
by everyone’s motivation 
throughout.

By Asha, Maariya and Zoe, 

Head Girl Team, Year 13

http://www.stroke.org.uk
http://www.stroke.org.uk
http://www.wateraid.org/uk/
http://www.wateraid.org/uk/
http://www.educategirls.ngo
http://www.educategirls.ngo
https://www.youngminds.org.uk
https://www.youngminds.org.uk
http://www.mind.org.uk
https://www.sthelens.london
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We’ve always wondered: ‘What did our 
teachers do, before they were teachers?’  
In this issue, we’re focusing on our  
intrepid travellers and sporting stars.

Q. What travel have you 
done as a teacher?

Well, in 2012 I was invited 
to work for the Ministry of 
Education in Abu Dhabi. 
I was asked to set up a 
technological High School 
to encourage more girls 
into technical sectors, such 
as engineering, computer 
science and the oil industry. 
I set up a curriculum 
based on the English 
school curriculum and ran 
the school from Year 10 
upwards. In Abu Dhabi, 
students don’t necessarily 
move up each year. 

This led me to St Helen’s, 
because I wanted to 
continue to work with girls. I 
felt really empowered when 
I left Abu Dhabi because 
my students were applying 
to university and working 
towards their chosen 
careers. 

Q. How was teaching in 
Abu Dhabi different from 
teaching in England?

The curriculum was the 
same as the English system. 
However, there was a social 
difference; the girls in Abu 
Dhabi had very limited 
freedom. They would 
come to school on a bus 
with closed curtains, and 

enter through huge double 
doors. They were some of 
the brightest, funniest, and 
most engaging women I’ve 
ever met, but they knew 
their place in society was 
different to a man’s, and 
they would have to fight to 
get on the job ladder.

While society is changing, 
it’s not changing fast 
enough for these new 
young women; the glass 
ceiling is really within reach. 
However, I saw the power 
of women when they work 
together and what they can 
achieve. That takes real 
guts.

Q. What is your favourite 
place to travel to?

I love skiing, so it would 
probably be somewhere 
in the mountains. I love 
sitting at the top of the 
slope with a set of skis 
on my feet, looking at the 
sky and thinking ‘how on 
earth am I going to get 
down from here?’

Interview with Miss Porter, Geography teacher

https://www.sthelens.london
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Erasmus is an EU 
scheme to facilitate 
greater European 
cooperation; university 
students can apply to 
do either a year or a 
semester abroad. In 
Britain, now that we 
have left the EU, this has 
now been replaced by 
the Turing Scheme.

Teachers (continued)

Q. What travel have you 
done with your work?

I haven’t travelled that 
much with work – I travelled 
mostly while I was at 
university. I tend to go for 
a lengthy period, rather 
than visiting many places 
for a shorter period. So, 
for example, during the 
summer after my first year 
at university, I worked on a 
Kibbutz for three months in 
Israel. 

Q. Can you tell us more 
about the Kibbutz?

Kibbutzim were mostly set 
up during the 1960s. They 
are agricultural communities 
based on socialist ideals; 

Israel Defence Force, so it 
became more of a military 
base. 

Q. Have you done any 
other travel?

In my third year at university, 
I did an Erasmus year. I 
spent a year in Iceland, 
which was quite rare as 
Iceland isn’t a part of the EU. 
I found it interesting - taking 
Theology at university 
means you normally end up 
down a particular path of 
courses. However, I could 
take courses in any subjects 
I wanted and I studied areas 
of Theology I otherwise 
wouldn’t have come across. 

Q. What was your favourite 
place you travelled to?

Probably my trip to Petra, 
the archaeological site in 
Jordan. I climbed to the top 
of a monastery building, 
which is not the most 
famous activity but I had a 
glorious view – it was very, 
very high up. At the time, it 
was still relatively unspoiled.

Q. Where would you like to 
travel to in the future?

Obviously, Covid has made 
travel more challenging. But, 
when restrictions relax, I’m 
keen to go to Japan. I enjoy 
anime and manga, so I want 
to experience the culture 
and learn more about its 
history. Perhaps not now, 
though – it’s one of the 
busiest places in the world, 
so I’d need to get more 
comfortable being in large 
crowds again!

all members share in both 
the work and the profits. 
International volunteers 
helped to support the 
system in the summer. 

I went to the Kibbutz Baram, 
which was one of the 
few in Israel that still took 
international volunteers.  
It was located right by the 
border with a disputed 
territory. Israel withdrew 
from the Gaza Strip in 2005, 
so it was peaceful during 
my time there. However, 
I had a friend who went 
a year later, around the 
time that a soldier was 
kidnapped at the border, 
and tensions were high.  
At the time, young people 
did two years with the 

Interview with Dr Goldstein,  
Religious Studies and Philosophy teacher

Dr Goldstein on his 
travels…

https://www.sthelens.london
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Teachers (continued)
Mrs Barton started playing Badminton in 
primary school aged seven, and went on  
to play for England aged 12. She’s 
travelled all over the world. 

Japan was interesting to see, South Korea 
as well. I really enjoyed Iceland, including 
the Blue Lagoon. I went skiing in Bulgaria 
during my second World Student Games – 
it was one of the best trips ever. My biggest 
achievements were  representing Great 
Britain at the 2004 Olympics, and reaching 
a top five ranking in the world. Accolades 
such as reaching the final of the Indonesian 
Open are most memorable. Becoming 
national champion was great – no one can 
take it away from you.

Miss Harding has had an inspiring rugby 
career. 

I started playing for Wasps at 13. I was 
playing against adult women, which of 
course wouldn’t happen now. By 15 I 
was playing every week in the first team. 
I’ve played for Wasps for 33 years now; 
I’m a one club player. My first England 
training session at 16 was very hard and 

overwhelming, but I won the World Cup 
in 1994 when I was 22. I first scored 
against Scotland in the World Cup in 1994 
(at Scotland!) which was an absolutely 
horrendous crowd of 5,000 people –   
we couldn’t even hear the line out calls.

Mr Higgins started playing Badminton 
at 10 years old, playing for England from 
the age of 11 to 19. He went on to play 
at Loughborough University and even 
achieved a world top-70 ranking in the  
70 men’s doubles. 

I started coaching when my funding 
stopped in my early 20s. It was unfortunate 
I played before National Lottery funding 
became available. England training 
facilities were three badminton courts in an 
old barn, with just two dormitories. We only 
had eight training courts, definitely none 
of the strength and conditioning centres 
and fancy hotels they have today. National 
Lottery Funding makes a difference; it 
allows you to play full-time.

Interview with Mrs Barton,  
Miss Harding and Mr Higgins  
PE teachers

https://www.sthelens.london
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Teachers (continued)
Q. As a former international athlete, you have the potential to inspire 
your students. Do you think this has had an impact?

By Libby and Mya, 

Year 12, Editors

Q. Why did you choose St Helen’s?

It’s an interesting school with a diverse 
sporting range. Badminton being high-
profile of course attracted me as most 
schools don’t put much weight on it – 
rather the more traditional sports like  
Rugby, Lacrosse and Hockey. Realising  
how dedicated the girls are and how  
much they enjoy sport was so refreshing.

Mr Higgins

Partially because of the change I have seen 
in women’s sport. It’s been massive. At the 
start I had to pay for everything, even when 
I was selected for England. It didn’t matter 
though: it was about prestige and honour. I 
remember receiving my first shirt; it was the 
size of a house. But over the years that’s 
changed and now kit actually fits women 
as people encourage their involvement in 
sport. Kit, funding and medical support is all 
so much better now.

Miss Harding

To help the progression and improvement 
of attitudes towards women’s sport – it’s 
not quite there yet but it’s heading in the 
right direction. For me, Badminton was 
never considered a sport and that was  
the problem, rather than sexism. Prize 
money was quite even throughout my 
career, and men and women had the  
same opportunities.

Mrs Barton

It’s hard to talk about what you have 
previously done in your life; teaching is 
of course about the children. Now we 
have the Promising Athlete Programme, 
teachers will hopefully be able to share 
their experiences of high-pressure finals 
and international competitions with 
students. Personally, I have worked with 
many sports psychologists and a lot of 
good people; I’m looking forward to 
sharing my knowledge with my students.

Mr Higgins

One of the best things I’ve done is join this school. When I came here, Badminton 
didn’t exist much. Now around 150 students play throughout the school. I gave it 
a head start, but it was a team effort. Now we are recognised as one of the best 
schools in the country for Badminton.

Mrs Barton

Teachers have to be inspiring: everyone 
uses that word, but being motivational 
and inspiring is key for a PE teacher. 
Like a Heinz 57 variety, you need a bit of 
everything. As a teacher, I won’t ask you 
to do anything I wouldn’t do myself, and I 
hope that’s how I can be inspiring.

Miss Harding

https://www.sthelens.london
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Ria, Year 13
I have been at St Helen’s since Year 7, and 
for the last few years I have been supported 
by Ms Vine (Learning Support Assistant) 
to enable me better access to lessons – 
because I am a hearing aid user and was 
born with a bilateral sensorineural severe 
hearing loss. 

Initially, my parents did not know that I 
was deaf because I was quite alert – even 
though they had realised that my twin sister 
was profoundly deaf (she is a cochlear 
implant user). But after about 18 months 

I was found to be deaf and fitted with 
hearing aids, which are small electronic 
devices that attempt to amplify sounds  
and make them clearer, but do not give  
full access to normal hearing. 

Since I was fitted with hearing aids, years 
of intensive speech and language therapy 
and auditory verbal training have enabled 
me to make better sense of the speaking 
world around me. Hearing does not 
however equal understanding. Having 
hearing aids or cochlear implants do not 

Deaf Awareness

So, the general advice when communicating with a 
deaf person is: ensure that you have their attention 
and face them before you start speaking; aim to be  
in good lighting, so that they can lip-read; and, aim  
to find a quiet place.

mean that my brain is able to process 
sounds easily. It takes a lot of work to 
comprehend the sound it receives, often 
causing me to become more easily tired. 
Some sounds and listening environments 
also make it harder to understand sounds 
than others – and the requirement to wear 
masks during the pandemic has been 
especially problematic!

Deafness is defined as a hidden disability. 
So, deaf people (like myself) are reliant on 
lip reading, facial expressions, gestures,  
and other visual cues as assistive tools – 
and dependent upon people talking clearly. 
Background noise is especially a problem 
as all the sounds are unable to be filtered 
properly to hear what we want and so we 
are bombarded by all the noise. Because 
of this, we often experience frustrations 
in everyday life – from people becoming 
impatient and irritated if we have not heard 
or understood something, to not having 
access to captions. It can also become 
awkward when I need to repeatedly ask 

people to reiterate what they have said, 
which often means I pretend to have heard 
what has been said, and consequently 
I miss out on conversations, leaving me 
feeling socially isolated. I also experience 
many forms of ableism. 

https://www.sthelens.london
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British Sign Language – Fingerspelling

Deaf Awareness(continued)

If I try really hard to 
Not focus, 
I’m still focusing.

If I try to not listen to the  
Raindrop pattering, 
I can still hear it 
Like popping 
Bubble-wrap. 
Or pebbles gently falling.

But it’s not real sound. 
Not the way people 
Knot it as. 
It’s my sound, and I can just 
Switch 
It 
Off. 
If I want. 

Now I can hear a waterfall. 
Thrashing at the rocks. 
But then it goes blank. 
Then it might become a void. 

My void is not no sound. 
Sometimes it might be silence. 
But sometimes the void is 
different to 
Silence.

The quiet is too 
Loud. 
The void is 
Comforting.  
I can mould it how I 
Want.

I switch it back on again. 
The raindrops once more. 
But this time I hear quiet too. 
Shut off the quiet, 
Just give me the 
Raindrop. 
On their own.

Pitter patter.

Raindrops by Ria, Year 13

Despite the commonalities, deafness means something different to all of 
us. It is important to realise that every deaf person is different depending 
on their background and experiences. 

Here is a poem that communicates my own experience:

https://www.sthelens.london
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Public awareness has not 
always been so positive, 
however. For example, 
Alexander Graham Bell, 
whose own wife, Mabel 
Hubbard was deaf, feared 
‘contamination’ of the human 
race by the propagation of 
deaf people. His involvement 
projected harmful ideas that 
Sign was inferior to speech, 
and suggested that it was 
necessary for deaf people 
to learn speech to integrate 
into the hearing world. The 
Milan Conference in 1880 
then saw the beginning 
of schools banning Sign 
Language, with children 
being punished if they were 

Deaf Awareness(continued)

using it. The oral movement 
and such ableist notions 
served to eradicate not only 
a way of communication but 
a way of life and deaf culture. 

I often feel caught between 
two worlds: the hearing 
world and the deaf world. 
Whilst I am grateful to be 
a hearing aid user and to 
be able to have access 
to the hearing world, I 
do sometimes choose to 
switch them off, leaving and 
entering each world at my 
will. Through this, I almost 
feel as if I am creating my 
own world in which sound 
is not even known to exist. 

I used to feel quite self-
conscious about wearing 
hearing aids – and even 
inferior. I still do sometimes. 
I have, however, been 
overcoming this – to the 
extent that I am beginning 
to feel proud to be deaf: it 
is an important part of my 
identity. Public figures like 
Rose Ayling-Ellis (winner of 
Strictly Come Dancing 2021) 
have been so inspiring to 
me in this respect. Equally 
important have been 
residentials, and the annual 
Deaf Awareness Week– 
which will be celebrated 
between the 4th and 9th 
May this year.

Ria, Year 13 (continued)

The issue lies  
 in the barriers  
 and lack of  
 accessibility to  
 what we need.

It becomes a harmonious 
solitary place for me. Too 
many hearing people think 
that the hardest part about 
being deaf is being deaf, 
but this could not be further 
from the truth. 

Promisingly, on Friday 28th 
January 2022, the British 
Sign Language (BSL) Bill 
passed its second reading 
in the House of Commons. 
Whilst BSL was formally 
recognised by the UK 
government in 2003, it has 
not had full legal status, 
which is what this bill seeks 
to achieve: it will come into 
effect in March 2022. As 

the first language of 87,000 
deaf people in the UK, the 
BSL Bill is crucial to enable 
deaf people to access 
essential information and 
services and increase the 
official status and public 
awareness of the language. 

https://www.sthelens.london
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Deaf Awareness(continued)

I am 19 years-old and it has been 14 years 
since I was first diagnosed with glue ears. 
The reason for my late diagnosis was 
because, like Ria, I was alert and was 
able to communicate. Once I started in 
reception, however, my teacher spotted 
that I was struggling with my speech and 
listening to commands. This prompted 
a visit to the audiologist. I was then 
diagnosed with severe to moderate large 
vestibular aqueduct syndrome (LVAS). 
I was consequently fitted with hearing 
aids. I also suffered with speech issues 
and had to go to speech therapy.

I struggled the first five years because I 
did not feel comfortable wearing hearing 
aids – but over time I understood their 
importance. Now, I don’t even feel 
insecure: I have started showing them off. 
I openly tell people I have hearing loss, 
and ask them to speak up. So, hearing 
loss to me isn’t just a physical journey, but 
also a mental one. 

Often, I find people do not always know 
how to respond to deaf people, and don’t 
ask questions because they fear they 
may cause offence. I would however 
prefer people to ask questions, though, 
rather than just stare and assume! But 
the other issue that I sometimes face is 
a total lack of awareness: if my hair is 
down, covering my hearing aids, people 
do not realise I am deaf. Rather than 
over-compensating in their politeness, 
this time people act in a way that is 
outright rude, assuming I have not 
listened properly when I have asked 
them to repeat something. But apathy is 
perhaps just as bad as either extreme; I 
hate it when people say ‘never mind’ in 
conversations, thus excluding us from 
conversations. So, simply being more 
patient and understanding would greatly 
benefit us.   

Nilanni (now a St Helen’s alumna)  

https://www.sthelens.london
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Debating
Il s’agissait environ 35 
écoles organisé dans 6 
poules pour un soir de 
débat. Il y avait 3 motions 
variées à propos de la pop 
coréenne, le réchauffement 
climatique et les systèmes 
politiques. Nous avons 
apprécié tellement 
rechercher les thèmes que 
nous ne connaissions pas 
beaucoup et trouver des 
argumentations complexes. 
C’était une très bonne 
expérience de converser 
avec des autres étudiants 
de français. Après une 
erreur dans le programme, 
nous avons presque raté 

notre débat final - mais 
nous avons réussi à tenir un 
débat final en la moitié du 
temps. Comme d’habitude, 
il y avait des difficultés à 
cause du coronavirus, et 
malheureusement nos 
camarades, Suhaani 
et Sasha, ne pouvaient 
pas débattre avec nous. 
Néanmoins, nous avons 
profité vraiment cette 
opportunité et nous étions 
très heureuses de gagner 
tous nos débats ! Merci aux 
profs français, qui ont nous 
aidé énormément et étaient 
notre soutien moral ! 

This involved around 35 
schools organised into six 
pools for an evening of 
debating. There were three 
varied motions, including 
K-pop, climate change 
and different political 
systems. We really enjoyed 
researching the topics 
that we didn’t know a lot 
about and finding complex 
arguments. It was a great 
experience to converse with 
other French students. After 
an error in the programme, 
we almost missed our final 
debate – but succeeded in 
doing our final debate in half 
the time. As always, there 

Competitions

Récemment, nous avons compété dans une compétition 
de débat français à St Paul’s à Hammersmith. 
Recently, we competed in a French Debating 
competition at St Paul’s School in Hammersmith.

were some challenges due 
to Covid, and unfortunately 
our fellow students, 
Suhaani and Sasha, were 
not able to debate with us. 
Nevertheless, we all really 
enjoyed this opportunity 
and were very happy to 
win all our debates! Thank 
you to the French teachers, 
who helped us enormously 
and provided us with moral 
support!

Hannah and Libby, Year 12

https://www.sthelens.london
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Flash-fiction
Competitions

Mientras apartando sus besos desde su 
cuello, dirigió convencerle que realmente 
necesitó el baño. Cuando sus rodillas se 
volvieron a agua, se obligó a caminar 
tembloroso al baño, sintiendo su mirada 
caliente en su espalda. El cubículo de baño 
retumbo con el eco de la música y las 
lágrimas comenzaron a brotar en sus ojos y 
cavó sus uñas en sus palmas. Sabía que no 
podía quedarse demasiado tiempo antes 
de que se vuelva sospechoso y venga a 
buscarla. Ella abrió su teléfono para llamar 
a un taxi como la pantalla formó un charco 
fluorescente. Entonces escuchó un golpe...

Milli, Year 12

The students were enthusiastic adopters of this 
term’s Spanish Academic Challenge, which involved 
writing a short story in no more than 100 words, and 
here is the result! The imagination, suspense and 
expression are all most impressive. Happy reading! 

Mi corazón late en mi cabeza. Todo se 
siente quieto.  
Recuerda, velocidad. Eres veloz.  
Tres. Dos. Uno.  
¡Vámonos! 
Un alboroto corta el silencio como una 
cuchilla.  
Me precipito a pasar por todos, 
encontrando cuidadosamente huecos 
para deslizarme como una serpiente. Soy 
segundo, solo un coche para pasar. No 
necesito parar en boxes. Ganaré. 
Soy veloz. Conduzco en primer lugar. Me 
acerco a la línea de meta. 
BAM. 

Dos de mis neumáticos explotan en el 
frente. Perderé. Todo se siente quieto de 
nuevo.  
La línea de meta está a un metro de 
distancia. Y luego, todos los coches me 
pasan fuertemente.  
Perdí…

Amee, Year 12

Dejar el nido 
Extiendo las alas y salgo del nido en caída 
libre. Mis alas tiemblan mientras intento 
batirlas con pánico y rapidez. Puedo ver 
la tierra dura debajo de mí, y recuerdo mi 
último intento y el sentimiento de mi caída 
pasada. Mientras las aleteo con terror, 
aguanto la respiración, aterrorizado que 
la tierra se acerca cada vez más. El sol me 
ciega y no puedo ver la dirección hacia 
dónde voy. De repente, llega una brisa 
suave, que me alza y mi cuerpo ligero flota 
en el aire fresco. Puedo vagar en el cielo 
con libertad, he dejado el nido.

Riya, Year 12

El tiempo 
Dos años de antelación. 
Tiempo. Concedo la promesa vacía de 
usar mi tiempo sabiamente. 
Un año por delante. 
Necesito más tiempo. 
Una hora antes. 
Cabeza zumbando con el desasosiego, 
rodillas temblando de terror. Trato de 
desviarme el coro resonante de, lo que se 
sienta como mil adolescentes, recitando 
frenéticamente a sí mismos. Es como si 
estuvieran atrapados en trance. 
Queda un minuto.  
Las sirenas de campana rebotan fuera del 
sitio sombrío, estrangulándome con un 
abrazo claustrofóbico. Soy consciente de 
estoy anticipando lo peor, aún ahora me 
asfixio. 
Respira.  
Reúno mis papelería cuando entro en la 
sala de exámenes de A level.

Anisa, Year 12

https://www.sthelens.london
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Flash-fiction (continued)

Competitions

Translations:
As she pried his kisses away from her neck, 
she was able to convince him that she 
really did need the bathroom. Her knees 
turned to water as she forced herself to 
walk trembling into the bathroom, feeling 
his stare hot on her back. The bathroom 
cubicle boomed with the echo of the music 
as tears began to well in her eyes and she 
dug her nails in her palms. 

She knew she couldn’t stay for long before 
he became suspicious and came to look for 
her. She opened her phone to call a taxi as 
the screen formed a fluorescent puddle. 

Then she heard a knock…

Milli, Year 12

My heart beats in my head. Everything feels 
still. 
Remember, speed. You are speed.  
Three. Two. One. 
Let’s go! 
A roar cuts the silence like a blade.  
I speed past everyone, carefully finding 
gaps to slither myself though like a snake. 
I am second, only one car to pass. I do not 
need to pitstop. I will win. 
I am speed. I drive into first place. I 
approach the finish line.  
BANG. 
Two of my front wheels explode. I will lose. 
Everything feels still again. 
The finish line is a metre away. And then, all 
the cars zoom pass me. 
I lost…

Amee, Year 12

I extend my wings and I jump from my 
nest in free-fall. My wings tremble whilst I 
try to flap them in panic and with speed. I 
can see the hard ground below me and I 
remember my last attempt and the feeling 
of my last fall. Whilst I flap with terror, I hold 
my breath, petrified of the ground getting 
closer and closer. The sun blinds me and I 
am struggling to see which direction I am 
going in. Suddenly, a gentle breeze blows 
over me, lifting me up, and my light body 
floats in the fresh air. I can wander the skies 
with freedom, I have left the nest.

Riya, Year 12

Two years in advance. 
Time. I make the empty promise of to use 
my time wisely. 
A year ahead. 
I need more time. 
My head whirring with uneasiness, my 
knees trembling with terror. I try to deflect 
the echoing chorus of, what feels like one 
thousand teenagers, chanting frantically to 
themselves. It is as if they are trapped in a 
trance. 
One minute remains. 
The bell sirens ricochet off the sombre site, 
strangling me with a claustrophobic hug.  
I am aware that I am anticipating the worst, 
even now as I suffocate. 
Breathe.  
I gather my papers together as I enter the  
A level examination hall.  

Anisa, Year 12 

https://www.sthelens.london
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Competitions(continued)
Oxford University Computing Challenge Oxford Outreach Ancient  

Drama CompetitionIn the Computer Science 
department we did 
the Bebras Computing 
Challenge in November 
2021. It’s similar to the 
Junior Maths Challenge. 
The top 10% of students 
were selected to complete 
the next round of the 
challenge, called Oxford 
University Computing 
Challenge.

The Oxford University 
Computing Challenge is 
an invitation challenge 
for talented UK students 
to produce programmed 
solutions to computational 
thinking problems. 

The David Raeburn prize is 
run by the Classics Faculty 
at Oxford University (in 
partnership with the Archive 
of Performances of Greek 
and Roman Drama) and 
requires students to submit 
a five-minute performance 
of an extract from a Greek or 
Roman play. Bianca in Year 
7 performed an extract from 
the prologue to Dyskolos 
(The Bad-Tempered Man) 
by Menander. This was a 
UK-wide competition and 

A few students from each 
of the age groups will be 
invited to take part in the 
final round in March and 
selected top students will 
be going to the Hertford 
College, Oxford for the  
prize giving ceremony. 

Mrs Gaikwad, Teacher  
of Computer Science

hundreds of students 
entered. Staff and post-
graduate students from 
the Faculty of Classics 
at Oxford judged the 
performances. The winner 
of the first prize was 
Bianca. 

Mr Berriman, Head  
of Classics

FOLLOW THE LINK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
https://www.sthelens.london
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Medicine
The NEJM (New England Journal of Medicine) wrote a set of ethical 
guidelines in 2020 pre-empting the decisions doctors would be forced to 
make during the pandemic. These outline four main values for doctors to 
go by whilst treating patients:

The COVID-19 pandemic placed a spotlight  
on medical ethics. 

1. maximising the benefits of the  
scarce resources available (saving  
the most life-years by prioritising 
patients who are likely to live the 
longest post-treatment);

3.
promoting and rewarding instrumental 
value (by giving priority to those who 
can save other patients or who have 
already saved other patients);

2. treating people equally; 4. and, prioritising the worst off (by 
treating either the sickest patients, or 
the youngest who would have lived 
the shortest lives if they die). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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Medicine(continued)
Not to mention that as 
our population ages (it is 
predicted that by 2050, one 
in four people in the UK will 
be aged 65 or over) the 
economic contributions of the 
elderly community continues 
to increase, with older people 
spending a predicted 63p of 
every pound spent in the UK 
economy by 2040.

But in normal times, there 
is a question of equality: 
the average NHS hospital 
spending shows us that the 
money spent on the elderly 
is no small amount: the 
hospital costs for the care of 
an 89-year-old man is roughly 
18 times the amount for a 
30-year-old’s hospital care. 

From the perspective of the 
NEJM the best course of 
action is to prioritise the youth. 
This pragmatism is perhaps 
based on the Gompertz-
Makeham Law  
of Mortality, and the attempt 
to maximise not number of 
lives saved, but numbers of 
life-years lost.

But is it this simple? The 
resources have arguably 
been funded by those who 
have lived the longest. And, in 
terms of instrumental value, it 
seems cruel that the NHS has 
requested so many retired 
healthcare professionals 
to return to help with the 
pandemic whilst knowing that 
if those professionals came 
in as patients, they would 
most likely be overlooked. 

So, now the government has declared 
COVID-19 an endemic illness, and with 
the scrapping of mandatory self-isolation 
rules, the biggest question is now: how 
is the government going to address the 
huge backlog of patients that have been 
disregarded and waiting?

A further ethical and practical 
problem: patients suffering 
from other diseases have 
been disregarded in favour 
of treating COVID-19 patients 
(the argument being that 
COVID-19 patients must 
be prioritised to protect 
others and safeguard NHS 
capacity). The number of 
cancer patients being seen 
for urgent check-ups after a 
GP referral fell to 79,500 in 
April 2020 (a 60% drop from 
the year before) – this may 
partially be due to patients 
not wanting to burden the 
NHS when the pandemic hit, 
but such a significant drop 
in numbers cannot simply 
be patients not attending 
appointments in an attempt 
to lighten the responsibility 
of NHS, and nor can the 20% 

drop in the number of patients 
starting cancer treatment in 
the same month. The British 
Medical Association (BMA) 
has now provided data that 
comprehensively analyses not 
only the numbers of patients, 
but also how long they’ve 
been waiting. 

The pandemic has affected 
everything from cancer care 
and A&E waiting times, to GP 
referrals that have become 
difficult due to the lack of 
capacity in hospitals to handle 
outpatients.

Shagun, Editor, Year 12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
http://www.bma.org.uk
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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Medicine(continued)

Complications is a non-
fiction book from a 
surgeon’s perspective, 
including real-life cases, 
aiming to reveal the 
unknowns, unfold the 
mysteries, and indeed 
expose the many 
‘complications’ involved 
with studying medicine. 
In this book, Gawande 
exposes the harsh reality 
of what it is like to be 
a doctor – including 
experiencing self-doubt, 

Do No Harm is a testimony 
of honesty and compassion 
within the NHS. It intricately 
portrays a series of neuro-
medical investigations 
from the personal, and 
perhaps more colloquial, 
perspective of Henry Marsh, 
who is a world-renowned 
neurosurgeon. Providing 
insight into profoundly 
difficult operations, Marsh 
bridges the discrepancy 
between medical jargon and 
everyday language, creating 

burn out, even mental 
illness, and sometimes loss 
of passion and drive for 
what they once dreamed 
of. He diverts us away from 
the fallacy of perfection 
and instead examines the 
fallibility of doctors, focusing 
on the ambiguities of 
medicine. 

What you may find 
particularly fascinating in this 
book is the underestimated 
difficulty of the job of a 
surgeon. The theme is in 
the title – Complications. 
Doctors must juggle infinite 
amounts of different 
information, make life-
changing decisions, and 
attend to their unending 
responsibilities, all while 
keeping themselves 
composed as, ultimately, 

a more understandable, yet 
detailed account of everyday 
life in neurosurgery. 

Throughout the book, 
Henry Marsh conspicuously 
illuminates the life-or-death 
decisions which surgeons 
must deliberate on a 
daily basis, alongside the 
frustration and conflict in 
emotions which is evoked 
by such pressure; the 
ultimate message of the 
surgeon being the one 
who ‘decides’ whether their 
patient has a high chance of 
survival or not is portrayed 
– in the end, the scalpel 
is in their hands, creating 
an immense amount of 
pressure on doctors and 
surgeons within an already 
cash-starved NHS. He even 
raises questions about care, 
and medical intervention 

there are people’s lives 
on the line. Gawande 
reinforces that medicine 
is a matter of practice, 
not talent; meanwhile, he 
explains the vast amount 
of pressure put on training 
surgeons because they 
cannot afford to make 
mistakes. 

Ultimately, Complications 
exposes the core 
predicament of medicine. 
Yet, it should be noted that 
Gawande also touches on 
the extraordinary, sublime 
feeling experience while 
working in the medical 
field and experiencing an 
operation for the first time.

for terminally ill patients. 
This process reaches 
its peak when Marsh 
is forced to decide on 
cases that warrant proper 
consideration in Ukraine.

Overall, such detailed 
descriptions of his 
experience in surgery 
creates compelling images 
of science and humanity, 
which was an extremely 
fascinating read. I would 
recommend this to any 
hopeful medic or scientist, 
as it illustrates complexities 
and the realities within the 
NHS, and the pressures 
which come with such fields 
of work.

Two of our Year 11s have written 
book reviews, having selected 
texts from the Oxford University 
Staircase 12 reading list. 

Complications by Atul Gawande Do No Harm by Henry Marsh 

By Keira and Keisha, Year 11

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
http://Oxford University Staircase 12 reading list.
http://Oxford University Staircase 12 reading list.
http://Oxford University Staircase 12 reading list.
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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Art
Art Enhancement
To create our geometric, 
colourful still life project, we 
were inspired by the works 
of John Renshaw and Giorgio 
Morandi. We first developed 
our observational drawings, 
examining our chosen bottles 
in a composition we liked, 
and started with the shading 
we found. After shading, 
we transformed the smooth 
lines to geometric shapes. 
John Renshaw’s stylisation 
reflected in our choice of three 
or more different shades in 
our geometrics, ranging from 
very light to nearly black. 
Using inspiration from the 
artist Giorgio Morandi, who 
specialised in tonal subtlety 
within still life, we added in 
colour by intricately cutting  

and sticking our choice of 
patterns onto our tonal bottles. 
Carrying on until there was 
no white left in the abstract 
observational, we added small 
details last to refine our project.

Using the same mindset, next 
we were tasked to create an 
abstract 3-D composition that 
we would set up ourselves. 
Painting the sides of the 
wooden shapes we wanted 
darker or lighter to complement 
its placing, the colours chosen 
could be all shades of one or all 
different. Taking our shapes to 
Mrs Smith, she helped us take 
photos and were able to use 
a special light to add depth to 
make our pieces as perfect as 
could be.

Zara Malviya, Year 12

Jules Matthews, Year 12

We found the process of 
developing a traditional 
observational drawing into 
a 3-D abstract composition 
interesting. It made us think 
about how creative practice can 
have few boundaries and that 
when being creative there is no 
‘correct’ way to do something. 

By Aimee, Year 12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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Current Affairs
Cancel culture
Q. What is cancel culture?

Cancel culture simply refers 
to the withdrawal of support, 
or ‘cancellation’ of public 
figures and companies after 
they have said or done 
something considered 
offensive, and this popular 
practice often takes place 
on social media in the 
form of group shaming. 
Cancel culture first came 

into existence in March 
2014, when, in response 
to Stephen Corbet’s racist 
tweet towards Asian 
people, activist Suey Park 
began a Twitter campaign 
called #CancelCorbet. 
Even though Park faced 
a significant amount of 
backlash by the media, 
this concept of ‘calling 
out’ public figures became 
widespread on Twitter. 

Q. But what about freedom 
of speech?

Free speech is an integral 
part of our society. To 
support this, in May 2021, 
the government issued a 
‘Higher Education Bill’ in 
order to protect students’ 
free speech on university 
campuses. The intention 
was to provide students a 
safe platform in which they 
could express their views 
without being ‘cancelled’ by 
their peers, as outlined in 
former Education Secretary 
Gavin Williams’s speech: 

‘It is a basic human right 
to be able to express 
ourselves freely and take 
part in rigorous debate. 
Our legal system allows us 
to articulate views which 
others may disagree with 
as long as they don’t 
meet the threshold of hate 
speech or inciting violence. 
This must be defended, 
nowhere more so than 
within our world-renowned 
universities.’

Q. Is it reasonable to view 
younger people as part of 
the ‘snowflake generation’? 

Although these new 
measures on free speech 
have provided students with 
the confidence to express 

their beliefs, they have also 
been viewed by some as 
a means of overcoming 
‘snowflakes’. This term 
was first introduced in 
the film Fight Club (1996), 
when Chuck Palahniuk 
delivered the infamous 
line, ‘You are not special. 
You are not a beautiful 
and unique snowflake.’ 
Since then, ‘snowflake’ 
has often been used as a 
derogatory shorthand to 
refer to millennials and Gen 
Zs: two generations that 
are stereotyped for being 
‘sensitive’ and ‘self-entitled’ 
when giving their political 
views. In support of this, 
Piers Morgan argued the 
younger generation must 
‘toughen up’ if they want 

to survive the ‘real world’: 
a world which he defined 
as being characterised by 
societal winners and losers.  

In response, many 
millennials and non-
millennials have argued 
that this ‘snowflake’ 
label is unfair and 
‘politically incorrect’ as it 
disregards the younger 
generation’s attempts 
in tackling on-going 
societal problems such 
as the #BlackLivesMatter 
movement. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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Q. Does cancel-culture help 
to create social change?

Social media has been 
used as a tool to identify 
and raise awareness of key 
issues within our society. 
An example of this is the 
#MeToo movement, which 
is a nationwide platform 
that aims to tackle sexual 
assault and harassment. 
The movement was initiated 
in 2017, after the New 
York Times published an 
interview with 13 women 
who were allegedly 
harassed by film producer 
Harvey Weinstein. Since 
then, more victims have 
been motivated to use 

Current Affairs(continued)
#MeToo as a way of sharing 
their harassment stories, as 
well as raising awareness 
on the severity of the issue. 

However, this action 
of ‘calling people out’ 
also opens doors to 
online bullying as well as 
false accusations being 
publicised. Aaron Rose, 
Corporative Diversity 
and Inclusion Consultant, 
criticised social media 
activism by explaining 
how ‘mainstream internet 
activism is a lot of calling out 
and blaming and shaming. 
We have to get honest with 
ourselves about whether 

calling out and cancelling 
gives us more than a short-
term release of cathartic 
anger.’ 

Q. What do we think?

At St Helen’s, we are brave 
thinkers: we share and 
discuss our opinions with 
confidence and passion, 
whilst also being respectful 
and mindful towards others 
– in a celebration of our 
diverse ‘true colours’. You 
can even see us debating 
cancel-culture itself in our 
school film.

by Zara, Editor, Year 12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
https://vimeo.com/622387319
https://vimeo.com/622387319
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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The 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics has 
been clouded with controversy. From a 
partisan perspective, Team GB invested 
£6.5 million on the skeleton program but 
achieved no medals – which has received 
criticism. While, international audiences 
have been debating the case of the 15-year 
old Russian figure skater Kamila Valieva.  
Valieva reportedly had three different heart 
drugs in her system when she failed a 
doping test in December. But, she claims 
that her blood samples were contaminated 
with the drugs that her grandfather took. 
Ultimately, the Court of Arbitration for Sport 
ruled that a ‘specific exception’ had to be 
made as she is a ‘protected person under 
WADA (World Anti-Doping Agency) Code’ 
due to her young age. 

These are serious (and interesting) issues. 
And, they are actually discussed in PE A 
Level – a subject not frequently offered at 
schools, but available at St Helen’s.

Sports
Perhaps other schools view the subject as 
a ‘soft subject’ – but we know that there 
is no such thing. Yet Art, D&T, Drama, PE, 
Sociology, Textiles and many others are 
amongst the subjects labelled as such. Or, 
they are referred to as ‘creative’, ‘physical’ 
or ‘less-academic’ subjects by parents, 
teachers and students alike – nearly always 
in a pejorative manner. 

But, just as the term STEM has seen a 
restoration of respect for D&T, it is also 
time to re-think other subjects – such 
as PE. PE is an extremely broad subject, 
covering aspects of science, psychology, 
history, economics and even geography 
– something that pleasantly surprised me 
upon starting the course.

For example, we explore the factors that 
have shaped the history of sport, including: 
the influence of public schools (featuring, 
our favourites, Merchant Taylors’ and 
Harrow Boys); class; feudal systems; and 
the commercialisation of sport. In one 

lesson we might discuss the prevalence of 
women, and in another lesson we might 
look at case studies about performance 
enhancing drugs – and the famous 
people caught taking them, such as 
Lance Armstrong (we explored the lack of 
remorse in his interview with Oprah, the 
‘coke-can’ technique used to cover his 
doping as well as the culture for doping in 
cycling that continues to prevail in the sport 
even today).  

And, the physiological component is in 
essence biology, and the biomechanics 
component revolves around physics.

Of course, we rightfully continue core PE 
into A Level at St Helen’s. But, if you think 
you might also be interested in one of the 
most interesting, well-rounded A Level 
subjects, please do talk to any of the Year 
12 students currently taking the subject, 
and our amazing PE team.

by Mya, Editor, Year 12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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Charities 
Here is a round-up of funds we 
have successfully raised so far 
this academic year:
• MacMillan Cake Sale: £506
• Mufti (Autumn Term): £520.74
• Hillingdon Women’s Refuge: 23 boxes of 

donated items, including cuddly toys, toiletries, 
clothing and jewellery

• Charity Concert: £205.20
• Mufti (Spring Term): £316.31
• Battle of the Bands: £272.70

In total, this is a stunning £1820.95 in money alone. 

Behind the scenes with NRG at the Charity Concert
“I have really enjoyed listening to NRG and 
it’s been a lovely break from marking at 
lunchtime! They are so cool under pressure 
and never seem to get nervous. They just 
casually create great music together.”  

Miss Rughani, Biology teacher

“I have worked with the girls since Prep 
School – and this has been an amazing 
journey. They’ve improved so much over 
the years, and I’m glad to see that they 
have formed such a tight band relationship. 
I’m excited for the future of NRG.” 

Mr Halford, Music teacher (instrumental)

“ I have watched the band grow from 
infancy. The girls would get together 
and practise a wide variety of songs 

– sometimes at school, sometimes in 
their homes, much to the delight of their 
neighbours! Back then they were noisy 
but enthusiastic, with a drive to excel and 
improve their playing ability – not just 
individually but together as a band. NRG is 
full of spirit, love of music – and is a joy to 
see, hear and experience.” 

Mrs Arnot, PE teacher

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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Charities(continued)
Q. When and how did you 
form as a band?

The band first started in 
Year 6. Emily and Ella both 
came up with the idea of 
having a rock band, and 
rounded up as many friends 
as they could. Mr Halford 
is our band supervisor, 
and he helped organize 
and put together each of 
our parts. We first learnt 
Stitches by Shawn Mendes, 
and performed in the Prep 
School Hall. It was an 
amazing feeling, everyone 
danced and sang along. 
From that moment we knew 
the band was something 
we would take with us into 
Senior School.

Yet, we faced some 
adversity: many members 
dropped out or left after 
Year 6, and for years we 
didn’t have a bassist – until 
Jenany eventually stepped 
forward. She had never 
learnt the bass, but she was 
keen to try and she picked 
it up really fast. The rest 
of us have been playing 
our instruments since Prep 
School, and our progression 
as a band has been fantastic. 

We were also stuck for a 
name – but eventually hit 
upon ‘NRG’ (sounding like 
the word ‘energy’). The 
name equally stands for 
No ReGrets, because we 
all strongly believe in this 
philosophy. A previous band 
member designed our logo 
for us, and we’ve used it 
ever since. 

Being the first rock band 
was tough. We had to 
remain persistent in our 
desire to perform, because 
(historically) concerts were 
more classical and so we 
were a controversial choice. 
But, we were eventually 
given the opportunity to 
perform in a Midsummer 
Concert in Year 8. The 
crowd loved us – and so 
we started to receive more 
recognition. People started 
to acknowledge that St 
Helen’s had a rock band and 
would inquire about when 
we would next be playing.

Covid unfortunately put a 
stop to our practices and 
performances for a while; 
however, we came back 
stronger than ever. We 
performed in St Helen’s 

Goes Pop, and we owe 
thanks to Mr Brightwell for 
organising the concert. 
It feels amazing to be 
recognised as a band and 
to look back at how far we 
have come. Many other 
rock and pop bands have 
now begun to emerge, and 
we are glad we managed to 
start off this movement.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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Charities(continued)
Q. What do you do to 
prepare for a performance?

We rehearse weekly, and 
practise during lunchtimes 
if we need to. Luckily, we all 
have similar music tastes, so 
we rarely do a song one of 
us doesn’t enjoy. We then 
each research our parts, 
learn them in private, and 
come together in rehearsal. 
Admittedly, the first run 
throughs sound terrible! But 
Mr Halford is always there 
to help get us in time and 
get the structure down.

When we hear about 
a performance, we 
choose what songs to 
do and specifically focus 
on rehearsing those 
and perfecting them. 

In the next issue...
Looking back on a memorable 
academic year.

Beforehand, we feel excited 
but nervous. So, to get used 
to performing to crowds, 
we invite many different 
teachers and students along 
to hear us practise. Then, 
once we start playing, we 
sink into the rhythm and 
our worries go away. We all 
behave slightly differently 
on stage. Arshia’s (singer) 
stage presence is fantastic 
and it comes naturally 
to her. Ella (guitarist) and 
Emily (drummer) have the 
best band connection in 
our opinion. Seeing them 
both on stage together is 
amazing, and they always 
groove with each other 
and you’ll often see them 
bopping their heads in 
time with each other – it’s 
brilliant! Louisa (singer) 
ensures that Evie (pianist) 

is included as she’s often 
hidden behind the piano, 
and Jenany (bassist) 
grooves with everyone. We 
love performing, despite the 
butterflies before playing!

How does it feel to perform? 

Being up on stage is a 
feeling like no other, and 
seeing the crowd enjoy our 
music is fantastic. Having 
students and members of 
staff congratulate us post-
concert as we walk around 
school makes us feel happy 
that we’ve shared our love 
for music and entertained a 
crowd, who want to hear us 
again. 

Our ambitions include 
plenty more performances, 
to even bigger crowds 
inside and outside of 
school. We are also keen 
to start writing our own 
songs. We think, with our 
combined skills, we can 
write meaningful, unique 
songs and share them with 
everyone. We hope to stay 
together as a band for a 
long time as we all mean so 
much to each other.

By Arshia, Ella, Emily, Eve, 
Jenany and Louisa, NRG, 
Year 11

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdIbL6AxjyI
https://www.sthelens.london
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vaxxers-Inside-AstraZeneca-Vaccine-Against/dp/1529369851/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=vaxxers&qid=1637150276&qsid=257-6818035-7205648&sr=8-1&sres=1529369851%2C9124133434%2C912414035X%2CB084V867TV%2C1081108096%2C1091165424%2CB08WZCVGTV%2CB09HG2L5JY%2CB09DN16WH9%2C0645250015%2C1529360684%2C1786892731%2C1529073243%2C0465057969%2C0008478295%2C1529068177&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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